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Abstract. Photovoltaics is amongst the most important technologies for renewable energy sources, and plays a
key role in the development of a society with a smaller environmental footprint. Key parameters for solar cells are
their energy conversion efﬁciency, their operating lifetime, and the cost of the energy obtained from a photovoltaic
system compared to other sources.The optimization of these aspects involves the exploitation of newmaterials and
developmentofnovel solarcell conceptsanddesigns.Boththeoreticalmodelingandcharacterizationof suchdevices
require a comprehensive view including all scales from the atomic to the macroscopic and industrial scale. The
different length scales of the electronic and optical degrees of freedoms speciﬁcally lead to an intrinsic need for
multiscale simulation, which is accentuated in many advanced photovoltaics concepts including nanostructured
regions. Therefore, multiscale modeling has found particular interest in the photovoltaics community, as a tool to
advance the ﬁeld beyond its current limits. In this article, we review the ﬁeld of multiscale techniques applied to
photovoltaics, and we discuss opportunities and remaining challenges.
Keywords: multi-scale modelling / solar cells / third generation photovoltaics / semiconductors / nano
structures / device simulation1 Introduction
The EuropeanUnion (EU) and their public company sector
are taking the leading role in the global challenge of
increasing energy production from renewable sources. The
EU is aiming to fulﬁll at least 20% of its total energy needswith renewables by 2020–to be achieved through the
attainment of individual national targets [1,2]. All EU
countries must also ensure that at least 10% of their
transport fuels come from renewable sources by 2020. In its
revised proposal for a “Directive Of The European
Parliament And Of The Council On The Promotion Of
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pledge to become a global leader in renewable energy and
ensure that the target of at least 27% renewables in the ﬁnal
energy consumption in the EU by 2030 will be met. It was
followed by the ambitious binding target, voted by the
European Parliament in January 2018, that the renewable
energy sources should account for 35% of total energy
consumption by 2030. The 10% bio–fuel target has also
been revised to a 6% de-carbonization target in transport.
Since solar photovoltaics (PV) started to take on a
globally signiﬁcant role [4], the cost of PV power has fallen
dramatically. Following reports of the International
Energy Agency  Photovoltaic System Program (IEA-
PVPS) [5], the Renewable Energy Policy for the 21st
Century (REN21) [6], and Joint Research Centre (JRC) of
the European Commission (EC) [7], the PV market grew
signiﬁcantly in 2017. In total, at least 98GW of PV
capacities were installed in the IEA PVPS countries and in
other major markets during 2017. The total installed
capacity in the IEA PVPS countries and key markets has
risen to 402GW. Solar PV technology continued to expand
in 2017 thanks to the rapid development in China, India
and some emerging markets. In the meantime, the US and
Japanese market went down, while Europe experienced a
slow rebirth partially hidden by the decline of the UK
market. In other words, the global PV market outside of
China grew by 4GW to 45GW while China drove the
global numbers up to at least 96GW. In the same way, the
distributed PV market grew signiﬁcantly for the ﬁrst time
since 2011, with 38GW compared to 19GW one year
before. More speciﬁcally, the cost of the solar cell (SC) by
itself is no longer dominant inmany terrestrial systems. For
example, emerging organic photovoltaic (OPV) technology
has the potential to provide cheap solar electricity, given
advances in low-cost production and module efﬁciency and
lifetime, and could compete with the established technolo-
gies in both roof- and ground-mounted systems if it can
achieve a 10-year lifetime [8]. Renewable policies in many
countries are moving from government-set tariffs to
competitive auctions with long-term power purchase
agreements. Increased competition has reduced remunera-
tion levels for solar PV. This competitive price mechanism
has squeezed costs along the entire value chain making
tenders a cost-effective policy option for governments. Still,
the average costs for solar PV remain relatively high.While
auction need to be veriﬁed over time, they suggest that
expanding competitive pricing could result in even lower
average costs in coming years [9]. Somewhat counter-
intuitively, the rapid fall in costs is accelerating incentives
in the EU to reach higher efﬁciencies as the quick growth of
PV generated power globally increases its resources.
Therefore, the race to close the gap between theoretical
limits of solar cell efﬁciencies and those achieved at the
laboratory scale and at industrial level has gained increased
impetus.
In this context, research efforts in mainly three
directions aim at increasing the cell efﬁciencies and
reducing fabrication costs. Crystalline silicon (c–Si) is by
far leading the PV market and there is still an intense
research activity in Si based solar cells. Compared to the
historical ﬁrst generation c–Si solar cells that had a verysimple design, with an n-type front emitter on a p-type c–
Si wafer along with an Al back surface ﬁeld, signiﬁcant
improvements have been achieved introducing passiv-
ation schemes leading to the so-called PERC (Passivated
Emitter and Rear Cell) and PERL (Passivated Emitter,
Rear Locally-diffused) cells with a record efﬁciency of
24.7% (that has been reevaluated to 25%) [10] obtained
on a small size cell (few cm2). This record has been
unbeaten for more than 15 years, but it has been broken
several times recently using various new concepts, namely
the interdigitated back contact cell (IBC) architecture
[11], and, very recently, the so-called TopCon concept,
tunnel-oxide passivated rear contact and high-quality top
surface passivation [12]. Another very powerful concept is
the silicon heterojunction (SHJ) combining crystalline
silicon with very thin layers of hydrogenated amorphous
silicon (a-Si:H). Doped a-Si:H, p-type and n-type, is used
to produce the front emitter junction and the back surface
ﬁeld, respectively, on an n-type crystalline silicon
absorber. A very thin undoped a-Si:H (so-called intrinsic)
is inserted between the doped a-Si:H layers and the c–Si
wafer to achieve outstanding surface passivation. Double
side contacted SHJ solar cells have demonstrated
efﬁciencies of 25.1% on 160mm thick c–Si [13], and
record open circuit voltages of 750mV on 100mm thick c–
Si [14]. Finally, the present record efﬁciencies are held by
a technology combining the interdigitated back contact
structure with the SHJ concept. A value of 26.3% has
been published in [15], while a record value of 26.6% has
been recorded in the best research-cell efﬁciency chart
from the US National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL) [16].
The second research direction, designated as the 2nd
solar cell generation, pursues technologies that hold
promise of major advances in costs and fabrication. These
include notably thin ﬁlms and organic PVs, for large-area
fabrication with low material and fabrication costs.
The last direction, known as 3rd solar cell generation, is
aiming at technologies promising major advances in
efﬁciencies to overcome the Shockley–Queisser limit [17].
In fact, conventional single energy gap SCs have an
ultimate efﬁciency limit that was established by Shockley
and Queisser based on detailed balance arguments. The
"balance" in the model comes from the fact that it
quantitatively accounts for two opposing fundamental
processes that occur in any SC: absorption and emission.
For a SC at room temperature the maximum efﬁciency is
further reduced to 40.7% for a band gap of Eg= 1.1 eV
under maximum concentration condition, and to 31% with
Eg= 1.3 eV, at one sun (i.e., when the solid angle subtended
by the sun shining on a cell at normal incidence is taken into
account). The main reason underlying those values is that
only photons with an energy close to that of the
semiconductor band gap are effectively converted. Photons
with lower energy than Eg are simply lost (the semicon-
ductor is transparent to them), and photons with higher
energy (>Eg) convert their energy at best partially into
electricity, wasting the excess energy into heat.
A number of concepts that all share the goal of
managing thermalization and optical losses have been
devised. These range from multi-junction solar cells
Fig. 1. Scales of interest in photovoltaics technology and respective quantities of interest.
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the Shockley–Queisser limit [18], to the research exploiting
novel materials and concepts such as the class of
nanostructured cells in the ﬁelds of hot carrier cells,
intermediate band solar cells (IBSC), multiexciton-gener-
ation solar cells (MEG), or luminescent solar concentrators
(LSC), to name a few, which conceptually promise
enormous potential. Their development into real devices
is spurring the competition between leading experimental
groups worldwide.
All these research directions are heavily guided and
supported by tremendous advances in theory and computer
modeling. There has been much progress in all relevant
computational modeling approaches, ranging from ab
initio evaluation of material properties [19], to mesoscale
methods describing nanoscale structures and their dynam-
ical electronic and optical properties including processes at
interfaces [20,21], to combining these concepts at the device
scale [22,23], and ﬁnally industrial applications thereof.
More generally, the importance of nanostructures in
scientiﬁc and industrial applications has been constantly
increasing during the last decades. The study of the speciﬁc
behavior of such structures in terms of electronic, optical
and thermal properties and its inﬂuence on macroscopic
device characteristics requires the combination of modeling
and characterization techniques at different scales. Indeed,
there has been much effort in sharing lessons learned across
this range of physical scales, and the resulting ﬁeld of
multiscale modeling and characterization is very active
[23–25]. Figure 1 shows schematically the main four scales
involved, which reach from the atomistic scale up to
module level.
Despite major efforts in the development of novel
PV concepts, the efﬁciency reached in their practical
implementation is most often substantially lower than
what is estimated by theory. Thus, an increased level
of realism especially concerning unavoidable losses
associated with nanostructures is one of the motivations
driving the multiscale simulation efforts in this ﬁeld.In response to this, the MultiscaleSolar COST Action
network was established in 2015 [25,26] bringing together
academic and industrial partners. It is structured
into four workgroups reﬂecting atomistic, mesoscopic,
device and industrial scales. The main aim of the network
is to explore the challenging implementation of next
generation solar cell architectures that require novel
multiscale modeling and characterization approaches that
capture both the peculiar features at the nanoscale and
their impact on the optoelectronic performance at device
level.
In this review, we discuss ongoing trends and
remaining challenges on the different length scales
including active research directions in the network.
Therefore, the paper is organized as follows: We ﬁrst
introduce the four distinct scales sketched above and their
respective main issues and difﬁculties to be addressed by
the research community, and then give details of selected
topics that have evolved into particularly intense activity
in MultiscaleSolar.
2 From atomic to industrial scale
2.1 Atomic scale and nanostructure states
The understanding of materials for photovoltaics at the
atomic level, and parameterization strategies at the
mesoscopic scale to further study mesoscopic carrier
dynamics in nanostructures on the next length scale is
the ﬁrst crucial step for a multiscalar approach. Modeling
on prospective materials or designs is also targeted to
improve basic material properties in order to ﬁnd new
strategies for cost reduction leading to next generation
solar cells. The main semiconductor materials for PV are
studied, including silicon, III-V semiconductors, chalco-
pyrites, and the halide perovskites.
Different atomistic approaches are used to clarify bulk
material properties over different phases, and at surfaces
and material interfaces [27]. One has to choose a speciﬁc
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In most cases, the density functional theory (DFT) [28] is
a tool well-suited to characterize the mechanical or
vibrational properties of the bulk material. Concerning
electronic properties, a more sophisticated level of
theory is added on top of the DFT such as hybrid
corrections, either addressing the nonlocality of fermionic
interaction (B3LYP) [29,30], or screening the long-range
Coulomb interaction (HSE) [31] or even better many
body corrections (GW) [32]. Finally, the optical properties
are strictly obtained by using the time dependent DFT
(TDDFT) [33] or DFT plus HSE/GW and on top the
Bethe-Salpeter corrections (BSE) [34], with recent results
on new photovoltaic materials [35]. In parallel, the
simpliﬁed, so-called DFT-1/2 method, an approximate
quasiparticle method [36], is explored. This methodology
is computationally less demanding compared to the HSE
orGW many-body corrections. Very recent progress [36]
shows that DFT-1/2 method yields accurate band gaps of
hybrid perovskites with the precision of the GW method
with no more computational cost than standard DFT.
This opens the possibilities of accurate electronic
structure prediction of sophisticated halide perovskite
structures and new materials design for lead free
materials. In practice, various and massively parallel
codes e.g. VASP [37,38], ABINIT [39], SIESTA [40],
Quantum-Expresso [41], CRYSTAL [42] and CASTEP
[43] are used to carry out such simulations.
The strategy for the discovery of new materials, such as
the 2D, 2D/3D, and 3D hybrid perovskite halides, is based
on an accurate description of the electronic properties
(band structures) for academic cases such as 2H-PbI2,
CsPbI3 and MAPbI3. Based on our previous studies [44–
47], the most accurate level of theory (DFT+SOC+HSE
or DFT+SOC+GW if possible) will be necessary. In
parallel, a comparison between the benchmark results on
these materials is mandatory to validate the DFT-1/2
method for this class of materials. A preliminary study is
underway. However, close to the band gap energy, it
already starts to reveal a good accordance on the band
structures and more on the effective masses. If the
comparison is a success, a huge execution time improve-
ment will be achieved.
For the industrially most relevant case of the SHJ solar
cell, the amorphous component of the interface region has
to be created using ab initio molecular dynamics (MD)
prior to characterization by DFT methods, and high-
temperature annealing via MD drastically affects the
coordination of the atoms and resulting density of localized
gap states at the interface [48].
Other subjects explored relate to absorbing materials
for thin ﬁlm solar cells and transparent conducting oxides
(TCO) [49,50]. The strategy for doping, formation of
impurities, stable and ordered defective phases, dielectric,
and optical properties of technologically important Cu-
chalcogenides, either in chalcopyrite or wurtzite phase, is
examined at the level of theory that encompasses DFT+
HF+BYLYP or DFT+sXC+SCO+TDDFT [51–53],
or evenGW [54]. A similar methodology is used for reduced
graphene oxide and similar 2D allotropes as materials for
TCO [55].In our overall strategy, for the wide range of absorbing
materials relevant for PV applications, a campaign to
parameterize semi-empirical (k ·p or tight-binding) [56–58]
simulation has been proposed. TheDFTplusGWcorrections
helps to get the correct offset of the heterostructure
through theVandeWalle andMartinmethod [59].Moreover,
the energy gaps, optical dipoles, deformation potentials,
elastic and piezoelectric properties will be extracted by
DFT [60]. In this task the kppwcode, parallel implementation
and symmetry adapted [61], plane waves based k ·p code [53]
and the real space parallel k ·p code as implemented in
TiberCAD [62] will be used. Our efforts to parameterize k ·p
Hamiltonian has also lead to a new Brillouin zone interpola-
tion scheme, which is being used to resolve ﬁne features of
the dielectric functions with drastically reduced computa-
tional costs [63]. Another objective is to calculate carrier
mobilities including electron-phonon interactions, e.g. in
PbTe, and other materials [64].
Complementing this, expertise in tight-binding
modeling [65,62,66–68] is used to build empirical
Hamiltonians for novel materials and heterostructures.
Input from DFT calculations such as piezoelectric
tensors can also be introduced to simulate the electro-
mechanical properties of these heterostructures. Simple
hybrid perovskite halide materials serve as an academic
study on this point.
2.2 Mesoscopic carrier dynamics in nanostructures
On the mesoscale, carrier dynamics in nanostructures
addresses the critical impact of nanostructure-based solar
cell device components on the performance of the entire
photovoltaic device. Since on the one hand, nanostructure
properties depend on the actual microscopic conﬁguration
in terms of size, shape and composition, and on the other
hand, they need to be propagated to the device level in
order to assess the impact on device characteristics,
multiscale approaches are crucial in both implementation
and exploitation of mesoscale simulation and characteri-
zation.
The role of the mesoscale dynamics as the linking
element between microscale material properties and the
macroscale device characteristics deﬁnes natural interfaces
between research groups working on the atomic and device
scales, respectively. On the side of the atomistic activities,
local mesoscopic models are parameterized from micro-
scopic information in terms of basis functions for the
representation of mesoscopic Hamiltonians. The meso-
scopic models form the basis to compute local rates for
different dynamical processes involving nanostructure
states, such as generation, recombination and transport
of charge carriers, relying on (quantum)-kinetic methods
such as the non-equilibrium Green‘s function formalism
(NEGF) [69] or kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) [70], but also
basic application of Fermi’s golden rule. On the macroscale
side, reviewed in the next section, the local rates and
mobilities are inserted in macroscopic continuum models
for electronic transport such as the standard drift-
diffusion-Poisson equations coupled to Maxwell solvers
for the light propagation, which allow for the multi-physics
modeling of realistically extended solar cell device
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absorber morphologies. In terms of experimental charac-
terization, the mesoscale information concerns the nano-
structure aspects (in contrast to atomically resolved or
bulk properties), and can be used for both validation and
parameterization of (empirical) mesoscale models in the
case where ab initio parameterization is not available.
Several different third-generation or high-efﬁciency
photovoltaic device concepts with implementation
approaches based on nanostructure components are
currently investigated. For example, there are ongoing
activities on mesoscale carrier dynamics in the context of
the SHJ solar cell, III-V quantum dot solar cells (QDSC) for
multi-junction and intermediate band (IB) applications
and in organic photovoltaics (OPV).
In the SHJ case, the nanoscale region of the interface
between amorphous and crystalline silicon with decisive
impact on the device properties is created atomistically and
from ﬁrst principles using ab initio molecular dynamics,
and the electronic structure is evaluated with density
functional theory [48]. The charge transport and recombi-
nation across the interface is simulated using NEGF, and
complex interdigitated contact conﬁguration as well as
light management via textures and antireﬂection coatings
are considered in an integrated 3D TCAD approach [24].
For QDSC, the electronic structure of InAs–GaAs
quantum dots is determined using microscopic continuum
k ·p, plane wave based methodology [71], which provides a
coarse-grained localized basis in terms of quantum dot
Wannier functions [72]. Themesoscopic Hamiltonian of the
ﬁnite quantum dot array using such a basis captures both
the effects of dot-to-dot variation in the couplings and the
impact of contacts [73], and it provides both carrier
dynamics and device characteristics at the mesoscale via
the NEGF formalism.
In the OPV application, the complex organic blend
morphologies can be generated via the Metropolis Monte
Carlo technique [74,75]. Subsequently, effective hopping
rates, carrier lifetimes and mobilities can be extracted from
KMC simulations and inserted into a macroscopic drift-
diffusion-Poisson solver, thus linking from mesoscopic to
macroscopic scales [76]. The electronic structure and
polarization at organic interfaces can also be studied on
ab initio level using the charge patching method within
DFT [77] or DFT-based tight-binding [78], and exciton
formation as well as ultra-fast separation of photogen-
erated charge carriers at such interfaces have been assessed
based on a density matrix formalism [79,80].
On the characterization side, surface photovoltage
spectroscopy is applied to the study of the absorption of
dilute nitride ﬁlms with application in multijunction
devices and compared to both photoluminescence (PL)
and the dielectric response as provided by Fermi‘s Golden
Rule based on electronic structure computation in the
empirical tight-binding approach [81,82]. In addition,
dilute nitrides have been studied by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), Raman and PL spectroscopy to
determine the degree of atomic ordering in the quaternary
alloy InGaAsN during the liquid phase epitaxial growth at
near thermodynamic equilibrium conditions and its
inﬂuence on the band gap formation [83].2.3 Macroscopic device characteristics
The third length scale studies solar cell characteristics at
the macroscopic that is on device level both from a
theoretical and characterization point of view. Modeling of
PV devices is performed using different types of models,
ranging from physics based Technology CAD simulations
to analytic models. Special focus is given to the deﬁnition of
multiscale strategies, in particular coupling device scale
modeling to the modeling of PV materials performed at
mesoscopic scale, in order to develop simulation
approaches that can provide a higher degree of accuracy
and predictability. This is particularly important in 3rd
generation PV, which includes a range of concepts. For
example, possible polarization domains or mobile lattice
defects in hybrid perovskites need to be taken into account,
but also particular properties of nanostructures like
quantum dots, such as carrier conﬁnement and modiﬁed
scattering rates, need to be considered in device models.
Similarly, complex morphologies for enhancing light
absorption and carrier generation (such as in organic
bulk-heterojuntion solar cells), and novel concepts based
on intermediate bands, hot carrier generation or multi-
exciton generation, which are not modeled out-of-the-box
in current commercially available device simulation
software, require special care and a combination of
modeling on multiple scales.
Several TCAD software industrial providers with
interest in multiscale and multiphysics approaches, among
which are Silvaco [84], Nextnano [85] and TiberLab [86],
are actively involved in solar cell device simulations and in
the development of linking approaches to the mesoscale
dynamics as described in the previous section. This is not
limited to electronic transport alone, but the concept is also
applied to optical device performance and light manage-
ment.
A series of speciﬁc issues on the macroscopic device
characteristics level have been identiﬁed in the PV
community. Currently under study are, for example,
modeling and characterization of c–Si based PV devices
and tandem including device architectures combining c–Si
and Si nanowire solar cells [87], tandems with metal oxide
cells on top of Si cells [88], and potentially other tandem
architectures. A cross-cutting major issues is the charac-
terization and modeling of defects, which is also a
multiscale axis of interaction with research on other length
scales [89,90].
Of particular interest in the ﬁeld of organic photo-
voltaics is the coupling to the mesoscopic and microscopic
modeling in order to obtain reliable material parameters
such as densities of states, electronic and excitonic
transport parameters and interface related properties.
For bulk heterojunctions speciﬁcally, there is a need to
include the effects of the morphology of the material
blend in device level simulations beyond the effective
medium approximation [91]. Further, extraction of
transport and carrier dynamics parameters from kinetic
Monte Carlo models (KMC), or concurrent coupling of
KMC with semi-classical drift-diffusion type models to
study local details in full, potentially 3D device structures
is of interest.
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plasmonic enhancement, scattering at nanostructured
particle layers and up-/down-conversion for PV applica-
tions both from an experimental and theoretical perspec-
tive has raised much interest. Modeling is in particular
related to improve the description of quantum effects in
plasmonic structures using the input from atomistic
models. Objects of study are for example regularly or
randomly ordered dispersed nanoparticle distributions, or
nanowires for light management.
Furthermore, activity is underway on modeling of
quantum conﬁned structures by combining mesoscopic,
quantum kinetic models with semi-classical or analytical
models. This includes for example the combination of non-
equilibrium Green’s function based approaches with drift-
diffusion models, for a locally accurate description of
carriers in quantum conﬁned regions.
One of our goals when dealing with macroscopic device
characteristics is to deﬁne the interfaces to link to the
mesoscopic and atomistic models. This will allow the
implementation of device level modeling approaches
including microscopic details, necessary to fully assess
the potential of 3rd generation PV concepts, in a similar
way as has been demonstrated e.g. for III-nitride based
LEDs [92] or quantum information processing (QIP)
devices [93]. It will then be possible to calculate the key
solar cell performance parameters needed at module level
to evaluate the industrial perspectives discussed next of the
different PV concepts.
2.4 Industrial perspectives
The status and evolution of different PV technologies,
their corresponding markets and implementation plans
are addressed through a number of reports, roadmaps, and
white books. The most relevant are those published by the
European PV Industry Association (now SolarPower
Europe), the European PV technology Platform (ETIP-
PV), national implementation plans (such as the ADEME
Roadmap in France), the Global PV Industry &
Technology Platform (SolarUnited, former International
Photovoltaic Equipment Association IPVEA), and PV
program of the International Energy Agency (IEA
PVPS).
For instance, the 2017 SET-Plan Declaration on
strategic targets of ETIP-PV in the context of an initiative
for global leadership in photovoltaics includes an imple-
mentation plan that contains concrete R&I activities for
achieving these targets. The scope of these R&I activities is
however large and covers the whole value chain from
advanced materials and technologies to multiscale system
integration and usages. All roadmaps point to the need to
pursue intense research on silicon technologies (PERC,
HIT, PERL, IBC) to increase the efﬁciency up to the
Shockley–Queisser limit for a single junction. Even if the
cost of production of the photovoltaic modules continues to
drop, and even if the cost of installation makes PV a
competitive energy, each percentage of yield and each year
of lifetime earned remains a criterion for photovoltaic
operation. From this point of view, modeling makes
it possible to realistically determine the functionalcharacteristics of silicon solar cells and modules, but is
not able to predict their evolution over time. For quality
and reliability issues, it is then necessary to use
standardized tests and experimental test-error methods.
In order to be predictive enough and therefore useful for
industrial end-users, simulation and modeling efforts are
critically depending on input from industrial partners, both
for established and emerging PV technologies. It is
therefore important to build bridges between academia
and industry for mutual exchanges on which technologies
hold industrial promise, what the latest technical and
industrial developments are, and which partnerships to
build. This delivers vital feedback to the research
community. One of the aims of this industry oriented
research collaboration is to gather and exchange technical
data, best practices, and standards in order to yield
multiscale modeling of the structures recommended for
study. It allows also a coordination of multiscale
characterization in order to validate the modeling methods
and approaches developed.
MultiscaleSolar has applied COST short term missions
to these ends by allowing researchers to investigate
academic and industrial priorities on site in academia
and in industry. Research has involved formal exchanges,
interviews, online questionnaires/survey and other meth-
ods known in social science and market research studies.
These outreach research activities connect the photovolta-
ic community, industries and their customers to under-
stand their products, services, requirements and visions.
Thus, PV roadmaps and the management of costs in
fabrication can be improved with the help of a large number
of experts. While gathering high impact knowledge in
closely related ﬁelds, we also spread these acquired skills
and discoveries to increase general awareness. A key means
to achieving this impact is through our industrial
collaborators which span multinationals such as Electricité
de France (EDF) [94,95], Toyota [96], Silvaco [84] and
Horiba [97], to small and medium size enterprises such as
Solar Capture Technologies (UK) [98], nextnano GmbH
(Germany) [85], TiberLab Srl (Italy) [86], 3GSolar Photo-
voltaics Ltd. [99], BISol Production Ltd. [100], SemiLab
Ltd. [101] and start-ups including Quantum Base Ltd.
(UK) [102], NTS NanoTechnologySolar GmbH (Germany)
[103].
Industry-near projects such as light optimization, 3D
printed optics, characterization on module level and
modeling activities, such as optical (Ray-Tracing) and
photonic (FEM, FDTD, PWE) simulations can be
coordinated by partners at the interface between funda-
mental research and industry to close the research and
marketing gaps. This includes keeping track of the impact
of recent research results on simulation, design, fabrication
and applications, and also scrutinizing promising 3rd
generation concepts with respect to their industrial
feasibility and possible commercialization.
From these activities primarily progress in optical
aspects has resulted. This involves fabrication methods on
the one hand, with research on 3D printing developed by
academic MultiscaleSolar partners in particular being
singled out as a strong candidate for implementation in
industrial contexts. On the optical front, the outreach
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technical research missions. One example we want to
single out is a mission on the links between structural and
optical disorder in distributed Bragg reﬂectors. This work
has yielded methods to characterize imperfections in
optical resonators of great interest for industry in PV and
beyond.
A second example related to building integrated PV
(BIPV) is the development of optimal color-forming
structures for maximal efﬁciency colored photovoltaics.
This showcases the exchange between the mesoscale
optical modelling activities, the device level consequences,
and the application to industry, involving on-site develop-
ment of the concept with industrial partners. This work has
been submitted to the IEEE Journal of Light Wave
Technology.
A concluding recent example of excellence in applied
research emerging from our Action is signiﬁcant progress in
using inkjet printing to accelerate the process of attaching
light absorbing dyes to a nanocrystalline TiO2 photo-
electrode [104].
2.5 Selected activities in MultiscaleSolar
In the following sections, we present several speciﬁc
research directions within the network. Activities across
all material platforms have emerged. For organic solar
cells, we evaluate solar cell performance using a nanosized,
intermixed morphology of acceptor and donor materials
simulated with Monte Carlo and ﬁnite element methods.
We discuss research on intermediate band gap cells and
give a summary on ongoing optimization and design studies
of multijunction solar cells. A further emphasis is put on
the study of CdSe/CdTe type-II QDs based solar cells for
multiple exciton generation. Optical properties of solar
cells employing nanostructured front surface layers made
from dielectric and plasmonic materials are studied with
Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis enhanced with results
from microscopic theories regarding strong coupling and
other non-classical effects.
2.6 Simulation of organic solar cells including bulk
heterojunction morphology
Today’s organic solar cells (OSC) are characterized by a
complex interface between donor and acceptor materials in
order to efﬁciently split the photogenerated excitons in the
organic semiconductors [105]. This is known as the bulk-
heterojunction architecture (BHJ). Similarly, in dye
sensitized solar cells (DSCs) two materials, an electron
and hole transporter, respectively, are intermixed and at
the common interface amolecular dye is inserted in order to
absorb light. Finally, perovskite solar cells often have a
mesoporous layer, which seems to improve stability [106].
All three device types share a common feature: the active
layer is partially or totally composed by intermixing two
materials, which have a mutual complex interface where
fundamental processes take place. In an OSC, for example,
the interface is where photogenerated excitons split into
free charge carriers, but also where undesired recombina-
tion processes occur.A fundamental challenge for device efﬁciency in BHJ is
to ﬁnd and control the optimal phase separation scale for
exciton dissociation interfaces and charge transport
channels. In many cases microscopic investigations on a
working device is experimentally challenging. As a result,
simulation comes into play for verifying the proposed
models and guiding the device optimization. One way to
model charge transport properties in such devices is to
solve the drift-diffusion (DD) equations [91,107]. They offer
an approach at a macroscopic continuum level, low
computational effort, and with good agreement to
experimental data.
The multiscale aspect in this speciﬁc type of simulation
is given by a suitable inclusion of the real blendmorphology
in the macroscopic device simulation, which goes beyond
the commonly used effective medium approximation
(EMA). The latter treats different intermixed materials
in the same region as one effective material [108,109].
However, as shown in [110], EMA may introduce drastic
approximations. The reason is that the internal interface
plays a fundamental role in BHJ solar cells and effective
medium approximations completely neglect this fact.
Therefore, a tool has been implemented in the Multi-
scaleSolar network to generate a model of the real internal
morphology of a BHJ which can be combined with a DD
model to simulate the device including the real internal
structure of the blend [110,111].
One of the key issues is the generation of a suitable
morphology and its subdivision into polyhedra for subse-
quent ﬁnite element analysis. To generate the morphology
of an arbitrary, randomly intermixing blend a simple
stochastic method commonly used for kinetic Monte Carlo
simulation has been adopted [70,112]. A 3-dimensional spin
system, where equal number of spin-up and spin-down
represent the two materials, respectively, is annealed using
a Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm.
In such an approach, the average size of nucleated spin
clusters can be tuned by limiting the number of spin-swap
steps. The resulting morphology (referred to as MMC
morphology hereafter) needs to be repaired and optimized
for the sake of numerical simulation. This is achieved
sequentially on voxel level and mesh level. On voxel level,
the raw MMC morphology is cleared via the removal of
island spins and condensing spurious spins at the cluster
boundaries. Furthermore, features like sharp corners or
thin wedges near the volume boundary are eliminated by
suitable algorithms.
Next, the interface (iso-surface) of the MMC morphol-
ogy is extracted using a Marching Cubes algorithm,
resulting in a triangle mesh. Optimization at the mesh
level is performed by smearing out the bumpiness using a
modiﬁed Laplacian smoothing algorithm, which preserves
the volumes and prevents from mesh distortions [113,114].
After smoothing, the interface is further remeshed mainly
for two purposes: 1. resampling the mesh for controlling the
mesh resolution, and 2. improving the mesh quality, i.e.
making triangles as equilateral as possible. To generate
ﬁnally the 3-dimensional ﬁnite elements on the modeled
geometry, the mesh morphology can be readily fed into the
majority of ﬁnite element mesh generators, such as Gmsh
[115].
Fig. 3. Multi-scale approach to themodeling of QD based intermediate band solar cells (IBSC): (a) constituent materials of individual
QD is treated at the atomistic quantum mechanical level [59,62,66], (b) array of QD as an absorbing material of the IBSC is treated at
semi-empirical mesoscopic quantummechanical level [20,72], (c) usingmethods of quantum engineering from (b) thematerial with new
targeted functionality is designed [119], (d) such QD array material is described and the device level by drift diffusion model informed
from stages (b and c) in order to predict the IV characteristics and efﬁciencies of IBSC [20,73], (e) the design is ultimately leading to the
fabrication of actual CPV IBSC module consisting of 4 IBSC [22,122].
Fig. 2. (a) Structure of the blend, and (b) internal interface showing the electron density.
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obtained via the described procedure, while in Figure 2b
the corresponding internal interface is presented showing
the electron density at the interface [116].
2.7 Intermediate band solar cells
In order to increase the efﬁciency of solar cells, the principal
aim must be to make better use of the solar spectrum
[18,117,118]. One such improvement is to take advantage of
the incident photons with sub-band gap energy to be
absorbed and contribute to increase photo-current, while in
the same time the output voltage of the device would
ideally be preserved at itsmaximal value that is determined
by the largest Eg that exists in the system (i.e., host
material energy gap). A possible solution to that problem
emerged in the form of the intermediate band solar cell
(IBSC) scheme [119,120]. The limiting efﬁciency of the
IBSC concept for full concentration and at room tempera-
ture is 63.2%, with optimized absorption energies at
∼1.2 eV, ∼0.7 eV and ∼ 1.9 eV [119], therefore signiﬁcantlyovercoming the Shockley–Queisser limit of 40.7% for a
conventional single-gap SC under the same operating
conditions.
Conceptually, an IBSC is manufactured by sandwich-
ing an intermediate band (IB) material between two
selective contacts, of p and of n type (see Fig. 3). The IB
material is characterized by the existence of an electronic
energy band of allowed states within the conventional
energy band gap Eg of the host material, splitting it into
two sub-gaps, EgL and EgH. This band allows the creation
of additional electron-hole pairs from the absorption of
two sub-band gap energy photons. Under this assumption,
ﬁrst photon (1) pumps an electron from the valence band
(VB) to the IB, and a second photon (2) pumps an
electron from the IB to the conduction band (CB). To this
end, it is necessary that the IB is half-ﬁlled with electrons
so that it can supply electrons to the CB as well as receive
them from the VB. This two-photon absorption process is
illustrated in Figure 2 and has been experimentally
detected in IBSCs based on quantum dots [121]. The
electron-hole pairs generated in this way add up to the
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single photon (3), the third one, pumping an electron from
the VB to the CB. Therefore, the photocurrent of the solar
cell, and ultimately its efﬁciency, are enhanced since this
increment in photocurrent occurs without degradation of
the output voltage of the cell. The output voltage is given
by the split between electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels,
EFC and EFV, that is still limited by the total band gap Eg.
The robustness of the IBSC concept allows ﬁnding various
energy gap combinations that provide for very similar
efﬁciency. This is of particular importance for QD based
designs as it opens up a much larger design space for IB
solar cells.
2.8 Multijunction solar cells
Thermalization loss in solar cells as the main limit on
efﬁciency has one classic solution, which is the multi-
junction solar cell (MJSC) [123]. Put succinctly, this design
absorbs photons in semiconductor regions with bandgaps
equal to the photons’ energies, thereby eliminating
thermalization. The theoretical limiting efﬁciency in this
case is 86.6% [124]. Two main approaches are mechanical
stacking where sub-cells are opticaly coupled, and
monolithic integration where subcells are coupled in series
optically and electrically.
The fundamental multiscale questions linking the
research topics in this ﬁeld is the mechanical, electronic,
and optical coupling between the subcells. On the
structural coupling front is the integration of heteroge-
neous materials, including for example III-V semiconduc-
tor integration on Si where atomistic to device scales are
linked by material property modiﬁcations due to hetero-
junctions including strain effects, and to nanostructuring
including quantum scale effects. This section sketches the
technological issues before summarizing activities in
MultiscaleSolar addressing these optical and electronic
coupling issues.
In monolithic conﬁguration, subcells are connected in
series rather than in parallel. As a consequence, all subcell
photocurrents must be equal at the operating point for
maximum efﬁciency, requiring careful current-matching. A
second consequence is that compatible materials must be
found, that is, semiconductor materials of successively
smaller bandgaps which can be grown in stacks. The major
incompatibility is in many cases a substantial difference in
semiconductor lattice constants, which leads to unaccept-
ably high densities of defects in most materials. While a
detailed discussion of this is beyond the scope of this article,
we only mention that lattice matched materials combina-
tions dominate this ﬁeld, while lattice-mismatched sol-
utions using sacriﬁcial relaxed buffer layers achieve results
that are nearly equal to the best lattice matched results.
We mention ﬁnally the use of nanostructured materials in
the guise of superlattices, where strain balancing between
lattice-mismatched layers may also be used as a solution.
An example of this is the multiple-quantum-well MJSC. At
present, the series connected monolithic MJSC design is by
far the most efﬁcient design available.
Within the consortium, MJSCs are a priority for a
number of partners. While a detailed review of theseactivities is beyond the scope of this article, we mention
activities in this ﬁeld, which are underway. The ﬁrst is a
three terminal device combining high efﬁciency silicon cells
and nanowire layers. The physical novelty of the proposed
structure being developed is derived from concepts of front
surface passivation combined with band-gap engineering
and light scattering and is in the early stages of
development.
A second silicon based approach is the development of
III-V/Si tandem and triple junction structures [125]. This
uses innovative defect-free III-V on Si growth methods
[126]. Current activity within MultiscaleSolar is exploring
participation by MultiscaleSolar partners in order to
develop optical and transport questions due to the
nanostructured nature of the III-V component in the
proposed structure. A third active approach is the
monolithic ultra-high-efﬁciency approach being developed
by partners working on triple junction [127] and four
junction solar cells.
Recently, we have also developed an automated tool for
the design of MJSCs, in particular for III-V materials
technology, and for efﬁciency optimization, following the
paradigm of heuristic global optimization methods based
on genetic algorithms [128].
We conclude this brief summary by noting that, guided
by theoretical studies (see for example [129]), the novel
materials studied from multiscale perspectives are being
studied for multijunction designs. This includes both
organic materials and the rapidly developing ﬁeld of
perovskite solar cells, in combination in particular with Si.
This ﬁeld of multijunction solar cells, being the designs
achieving efﬁciencies over 45% (albeit under concentra-
tion) are a major growth area from the perspective of
materials as well as next generation nanostructured
designs.
2.9 Multi Exciton Generation solar cells
In a standard solar cell, all of the energy of an absorbed
photon in excess of the effective bandgap of the material is
dissipated as heat and essentially wasted. In colloidal
quantum dots (QD) (for example, made of CdSe, CdTe,
PbSe etc.), this excess photon energy can be utilized via a
process known as Multi Exciton Generation (MEG) or
direct carrier multiplication (CM). In this process, the
high-energy photon creates a high-energy exciton that can
decay into a biexciton. For this process to occur, and under
the assumption that the electron mass is much lower than
the hole mass, the energy of the exciton has to be at least
twice as big as the energy of the effective optical gap, i.e.,
EenEh0≥ 2 |EeEh0|, where e0 and h0 denote the electron
and hole ground states and en is a state higher in the
conduction band. This allows for greater utilization of high-
energy photons and dramatically increases solar cell
efﬁciency. TheMEG process competes with other radiative
and nonradiative recombination and relaxation processes,
most of all with Auger cooling [130–132].
Within a simpliﬁed model, optical excitation of a QD
preserves the symmetry of the wave function and, hence,
both a photoexcited electron and a hole are characterized
by the same set of quantum numbers that determine the
Fig. 4. Next generation solar cells with optically active layers of
nanostructures and spectral converters.
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radial component (n) [133]. As a result, the energies of
photoexcited electrons (Ee) and holes (Eh) indicates that
the energy of a photon in excess of the energy gap, (hwEg),
is distributed between the electron and the hole in inverse
proportion to their effective masses me and mh, i.e. Ee/
Eh=mh/me.
Energy conservation requires, that the promotion of the
secondary electron across the energy gap can only occur if
the greater of two energies Ee and Eh is equal to the gap Eg,
which leads to the following expression for the CM
threshold [134]:
ECM ¼ Eg 2þme
mh
 
:
In the speciﬁc case of me =mh, it predicts a CM at a
threshold of 3Eg. This value is smaller than for bulk
semiconductors (4Eg), which is a direct consequence of the
fact that for QDs the secondary-electron excitation step is
not subject to translational momentum conservation.
To further increase the solar cell efﬁciency, it is
necessary to optimize the shape and composition of the
QDs in order to maximize the ratio of MEG to cooling
processes. Theoretical predictions indicate that MEG has
the potential to enhance the efﬁciency of a single-gap cell
from 33% to 44% [135,136]. Full realization of this potential
requires that the energy threshold for MEG be minimized.
An attractive interaction between excitons reduces the
threshold by the biexciton binding energy BXX, but this has
been found to be small (10meV) for type-I QDs.
Colloidal type-II CdSe/CdTe QDs, offer extra degree of
freedom in designing MEG devices [137,138]. Previous
calculations of BXX in type-II CdSe/CdTe QDs, have
found a large repulsion between excitons, while experiment
suggests the opposite, i.e., stronger attraction between
excitons in the biexciton. To resolve this ambiguity and to
gain deeper insight into the excitonic structure of colloidal
core/shell CdSe/CdTe type-II QDs, many-body effects like
correlation and exchange on the excitonic structure in this
class of QDs are investigated in MultiscaleSolar. In
addition, the effect of the reduction of the MEG threshold
by strong biexciton binding on the ultimate efﬁciency of an
ideal solar cell is object of study. Finally, the extraction of
the photogenerated excitons, which has not been well
studied so far, is ideally suited for the application of
multiscale modeling approaches.
2.10 Optical modeling at the nanoscale
Within optical modelling and optimization of solar devices
with nanostructured front surfaces, we concentrate on
improving existing computational schemes beyond com-
mon nanophotonics, including non-classical interaction
effects on the ultimate nanometer scale and strong local
coupling into large-scale simulations and interaction with,
e.g., lattice and hybrid photon-plasmon modes.
Nanostructures and nanoparticle arrays allow efﬁcient
forward scattering of incident light, see Figure 4, increasing
the exposure of an underlying solar cell to photons. Current
research efforts concentrate on functionalized layers inaddition to standard antireﬂection coatings to optimize
light trapping and exploit local ﬁeld enhancement of metal
nanoparticles via plasmon modes. Plasmon-assisted pro-
cesses such as direct increase of the charge carrier
generation or indirect enhancement of energy conversion
effects from neighboring nanocrystal structures have
received much interest [139–145].
Fabrication techniques have made tremendous advan-
ces in the past decades, in chemical synthesis (etching)
[146–150], lithography [151–153], self-assembly through
(laser) annealing [152,154,155], and nanoimprint [156–
159]. Typically, self-assembly and chemical synthesis yield
random nanoparticle (NP) layers at reduced costs, while
lithography techniques allow for high precision in size,
shape, and placement with nanometer resolution [152].
Nanoimprint in particular is a promising route to combine
the best of both worlds [158] as it allows keeping costs low
using a single imprint template that in turn can be the
result of a complex optimization procedure.
Aging and oxidization effects in metals and the short-
range of ﬁeld effects pose practical challenges. Bio-markers
and molecular rulers [160] allow to bring photo-active
materials such as rare-earths [143], quantum dots [140,142]
and dyes close to NP surfaces. Plasmonic ﬁeld enhance-
ment as well as scattering effects of nanoparticles can be
tuned to enhance photon upconversion in rare-earth ions
[161], enabling the conversion of two or more low-energy
photons into one higher-energy photon, capable of
electron-hole-pair generation in the photovoltaic cell
[162]. While upconverting materials are generally placed
on the back, downshifting or down converting materials
can be placed on the front side to lower the energy of high
energy (UV) photons and thereby reducing e.g. thermali-
zation losses [163].
Within computational nanophotonics, a wealth of
analytic and numerical tools are available to describe
the optical properties of NPs, including arbitrary shapes
[148,149,164], particle clusters [165], two-dimensional
particle arrays [164,166,167] as well as three-dimensional
photonic crystal structures [168].
The key task is the integration of electro-optical effects
at the nanoscale and combined coupling of excited
nanocrystals with complex energy transfer mechanisms.
Mesoscale electron dynamics, surface and thermal effects
are not captured in classical electrodynamics and semiclas-
sical approaches are pursued that allow maintaining the
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extended theories [167,168,170,171]. Though such effects
are highly localized, optical coupling can lead to an impact
on a larger device via retardation and lattice effects [166].
First principle theories can address charge carriers and
their mutual interaction with light in detail [172,173].
However, the computational effort increases rapidly with
the system size. Microscopic theories such as the RPA
(Random Phase Approximation) allow investigating
fundamental damping mechanisms arising from electron
scattering in the bulk material, with the particle surface
and with other electrons. Moreover, it allows addressing
electron irradiation effects stemming from the accelerated
movement of the oscillating electrons forming the plasmon
excitation [170,171,174,175].
Spatial dispersion of electron-electron coupling has
been studied in semiclassical methods mostly with the
hydrodynamic approach [169,176,177], where the dynam-
ics of the electron plasma is separated from polarization
effects of bound electrons. This theory yields an additional
wave solution, longitudinal in character, and can be solved
for different geometries leading to nonlocal extensions of
e.g. Mie and Fresnel coefﬁcients [169,178]. The main
observations of nonlocal theories in nanosized particles
are a blueshift of the plasmon resonance with respect
to the common local approximation and plasmon
broadening.
The advantage in semiclassical models is their mostly
analytic formulation and thus compatibility with existing
numerical procedures.
Multiple scattering techniques [165] allow studying
particle clusters based on the scattering matrix of a
speciﬁed particle type [179]. This is in particular interesting
for layers with random distributions [152]. The scattering
matrix for NPs of arbitrary shapes can be obtained via e.g.
BEM (Boundary Element Method), DDA (Discrete Dipole
Approximation) or FEM (Finite Element Method)
[143,148,164]. Extensions for devices and large-scale
nanostructures including the aforementioned mesoscale
electron dynamics were studied [180].
Several theoretical approaches exist to describe
nanostructured layers [168]. Complex layered systems
are best modelled within a scattering or transfer matrix
approach that for homogeneous layers relies on Fresnel
equations. These are available with quantum corrections
[178]. For dielectric particles, the RCWA (Rigorous
Coupled Wave Analysis) or FMM (Fourier Modal
Method) is a fast and reliable computational approach
[167,181] that casts the electromagnetic wave equation
into an eigenvalue problem via expansion in plane waves
and Fourier transform of material parameters. Here again,
formulations including quantum corrections exist [166].
These can be coupled with DD equations [91,107] as
discussed in previous sections.
Metal NPs, however, pose limitations to these methods
due to the high refractive index contrast with their
environment. FDTD (Finite Domain Time Difference) and
FEM are fully numerical alternative tools to investigate
complex architectures. Hence, we investigate alternative
materials with plasmonic properties such as conductive
nitrides [182].3 Conclusions
In this article we have collected together the four
complementary, relevant scales from the atomistic up to
industrial scale, sketched the progress and remaining
challenges on these length scales as well as interactions
between research in these areas yielding a multiscale
research analysis of next generation photovoltaic energy
concepts. We have sketched the main issues and solutions
obtained, illustrated by selected examples of results
obtained.
Concerning the atomic scale, we have seen that the
central issues are two fold, involving both issues of the
speciﬁc level of theory (DFT, corrections thereto, time
dependent generalizations for optical properties and so on),
and computational constraints. These methodological
issues can in part be solved by coupling to mesoscopic
models. The work reported has led to new Brillouin zone
interpolation schemes signiﬁcantly reducing computation-
al requirements, while extending calculations to physical
properties. The properties reported include calculations of
optical, transport, and electromechanical constants from
atomic scale materials modelling which have been
compared to microstructural characterization. Solutions
to the main issue of materials properties modelling and
parameterization as output to other scales has been
demonstrated as a result.
The main issue on the mesoscopic and nanostructure
scale is the propagation of materials properties based on
inputs from atomic scale modeling up to the device scale.
The work reported here successfully developed tailored
solutions for important structures deﬁned at the device
scale, but also by industrial level requirements. These
tailored solutions consist of parameterizing material
properties from ab-initio atomic models and applying a
number of techniques (principally KMC and NEGF) to
compute optical and transport rates for the structures
deﬁned on device level. The issues for the mesosopic scale of
acting as a means of implementing atomic level outputs for
application at device level have, in the work reported,
shown progress in multiscale modelling at device level as a
result, reported in detail in resulting publications referred
to in the main text.
We have seen that the main focus of research at the
device scale is on 3rd generation photovoltaics and,
naturally, nanostructure states. Issues in modelling include
both analytical and numerical TCAD approaches, where
the perspective of the device level is helping to deﬁne
structures of interest for the mesoscopic or nanostructure
scale modelling. As a consequence, device modelling
reported in this paper has beneﬁted from coupling
nanostructure state models (including KMC and NEGF)
with classical DD models. This still preliminary coupling is
the subject of ongoing work and future development.
From the point of view of industrial perspectives, the
over-riding issue is the identiﬁcation of promising new
routes bearing potential of positive societal impacts.
Identiﬁcation of promising and viable technologies is at
the root of the modelling hierarchy, ranging from device
level down to the atomistic material modelling. Therefore,
we have presented methods put into practice to identify
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this has included elements of industrial activity within
MultiscaleSolar on modelling and fabrication fronts, but
has most importantly taken the form of surveys of
industrial trends. For this purpose, on-site studies by
researchers from industrial and academic contexts has
proven as valid tool, informing the choice of structures
investigated on the device scale in particular.
In this review of the main issues and the main
achievements of MultiscaleSolar, we see a developing
knowledge exchange between researchers working on
different scales, and in particular between mesoscale and
macroscale device physics. On the materials based topics,
we see input from ab-initio materials properties modeling
feeding in to both optical and transport simulation for next
generation structures, with the microscale research
providing direction on the development of materials and
characterization feeding through the mesoscale and
macroscale up to the application-oriented research on
industrial perspectives.
In addition to the scientiﬁc and technical work carried
out, MultiscaleSolar, through the interactions shown by
the contributors to this paper, is combining research
expertise and infrastructure across the European Union.
The complementarity of groups in multiscale analysis is
thrown into sharp focus by the range of expertise which is
to be found in different academic and industrial traditions.
However, although this joint paper shows progress on
the range of organic and inorganic materials, and on tried
and tested solar cell designs as well as third generation
concepts, we conclude that there remains much to be done.
The theoretical efﬁciency limits for third-generation
concepts remain far above what has been achieved to
date. One of the expected outcomes of MultiscaleSolar is
bringing multiscale techniques to bear to understanding
what the roadblocks to achieving these efﬁciencies are.
Ultimately to either injecting greater realism in achievable
efﬁciencies, or identifying routes to achieving them in these
emerging technologies.
The authors are grateful for the ﬁnancial support by the COST
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